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Religion, Art, and Sentiment

“Know then thyself, presume not God to scan.

The proper study of mankind is Man.”

—Alexander Pope, Essay on Man, 1734

Essential Question: How did the Scientific Revolution encouragereligious
toleration and cause a new emphasis on sentiment?

During the 17th and 18th centuries, the rationalism of the Scientific

Revolution penetrated all aspects of European society. Whereas the previous

age had exalted church and monarchy, Enlightenment intellectuals now
questioned religious and royal authority. Their confidence in humanity led

to an increase in toleration, after centuries of crushing religious warfare.

The new emphasis on reason also transformedculture, as artists and writers

turned away from narrow religious focusto rediscover the ideals embodied in

classicalcivilization.
Enlightenment rationalism thus produced a host of new ideas, including

deism, skepticism, and neoclassicism. Inevitably, a backlash followed, in the

form ofa series ofreligious revivals and a growingturn to feeling and emotion

in art and literature. By the start of the 19th century, this movement, known
as Romanticism,had displaced the “cold”rationality of the Enlightenment.

Religion and Toleration

As the Scientific Revolution progressed, a secular, or nonreligious, culture

began to expand across Europe. The Enlightenment can be characterized, in

fact, by its strong aversion to the institutions of the church. This is notto say,

however, that Enlightenment thinkers opposedreligion entirely, even if they

opposedits trappings.

Natural Religion and New Ideas

Whereas traditional Christianity saw God as beyond human comprehension,

most philosophesbelieved that human reason provideda path to understanding

God.This natural religion argued that God exists in nature, not separate from
it. His laws are natural laws that can be discovered through scientific study.

Natural religion represented a challenge to the revealedreligion of the church,

in which God could be knownonly through revelation, faith, and miracles.
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1. Although the Enlightenmentinitially reached only the intellectualelite,

it eventually spread to change European society atall levels.

2. Philosophers, such as Voltaire, Smith, Kant, and Hume, had major

impacts on Europe during the Enlightenment.

3. The philosophes might not have brought about a paradise of reason and

toleration, but they successfully challenged powerfulinstitutions.

4. Humequestioned whethera tree falling in a forest made a soundif no

one wasthereto hearit; the world continuesto hear the philosophes.

 

Salonsreflected both theintellectual passions driving French
culture and the expanding opportunities for women during the
Enlightenment.
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French philosopher Pierre Bayle (1647-1706), exiled to Holland due

to religious persecution, espoused natural religion in his massive Historical

and Critical Dictionary. Bayle’s dictionary, which used scientific analysis to
highlightirrationality and contradictions in Christian doctrines, was extremely

influential among Enlightenmentintellectuals, including Voltaire and Diderot.

Deism The French philosophe Voltaire (see Chapter 10) is well-known
for using satire and wit in fighting religious hypocrisy. In Candide, he attacked

superstition and made fun of clerics; his Treatise on Toleration advocated

religious toleration; and in Letters on the English, he praised England’s limited

religious tolerance (although ignoring its intolerance of Roman Catholics),
contrasting it to the stranglehold ofthe Catholic Church in France.

However, Voltaire argued (at least for a time) that there must be a God.

He espoused deism—the belief that God had created the world andset it in

motion—as a watchmaker may make a watch andstart it up—andthen left it

to run on its own according to natural law. While deists accepted God, they

rejected organized religion and its insistence that those who disobeyedits
strictures would face eternal damnation. Deism became widely accepted by

the educated elite during the Enlightenment, and for a short time during the

Terror of the French Revolutionary period, it becamethe nationalreligion of

France. Among Europeannations, France was especially drawn to deism after
centuries ofreligious wars and domination by the Catholic Church.

Atheism Voltaire’s writings were highly influential on the evolving
religious attitudes of Enlightenmentintellectuals, among them Denis Diderot

(see Chapter 10). Diderot, who was inspired by Bayle’s dictionary to produce

the Encyclopédie, had received a Jesuit education but turned to deism,

following Voltaire’s example, and then to atheism, the complete rejection of
Godandreligion.

Oneofthe first and most outspoken atheists of the Enlightenment was

Baron d’Holbach (1723-1789), a French philosopher and contributor of

science articles to the Encyclopédie. In his 1770 book, The System ofNature,
d’Holbach proposed a materialistic godless universe in which everything

could be understood through scientific reasoning, particularly physics. God,

he thought, was an invention created by human ignorance and fear.

Skepticism The brilliant Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711-1776)

wentfurther by advocating skepticism, which assertedthat all knowledge and

beliefs should be approached with doubt. In Inquiry into Human Nature (1748),

Hume underminedthe religious texts by using logic to argue against miracles.
In Dialogue Concerning Natural Religion, he argued that human reason was

not sufficient to prove the existence of God. Healso disputed the idea of an

afterlife and made a strong case that religion corrupts rather than contributes
to morality. His critiques provided a devastating systematic argument against

religious authority.

Hume’s skepticism was moreradical than deism or even atheism.In fact,it

threatened notonly religious authority but also the prevailing principles of the
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Enlightenment. To Hume, the fact that human senses were fallible called all

experiences into question. Therefore, it was by no meanscertain that human

reason could reveal universaltruths, or that any universaltruths even existed.
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Idea Main Proponents Beliefs

andInfluential
Works

Deism Voltaire * Believed that God had created the world, set

it in motion, and thenleft it to run on its own

Candide (1759) according to natural law
Dictionnaire + Rejected organized religion
Philosophique
(1764)

Atheism Baron d'Holbach * Completely rejected God andreligion

+ Proposed a materialistic godless universe in
Christianity which everything could be understood through
Unveiled (1761) scientific reasoning
The System of
Nature (1770)

Skepticism David Hume + Argued that all knowledge and beliefs should

be approachedwith doubt
An Enquiry * Argued that human reason wasnotsufficient to

Concerning prove the existence of God
Human * Argued againstreligious authority

Understanding * Threatened both religious authority and
(rev. 1758) Enlightenmentprinciples 

An Emphasis on Private Revelation

As deism, atheism, and skepticism were taking firm root in 18th-century

Europe, new faith movements developed in reaction. Underthe influence of

Enlightenmentthought, religion—formerly a matter ofpublic allegiance to the

established church—washeld to be a matter of individual conscience. The new
religious movements embracedthis distinction, as it meant every conversion

was proofof “true” belief.

Methodism Among those troubled by the new nonreligious -isms was

the British Anglican priest John Wesley (1703-1791). Wesley experienced

an intense personalrevelation that led him to form the Methodist movement,

which spread across England and beyond. Methodism is a Protestant Christian

theology that focuses on a personal experience with God, through which any
individual can earn salvation. This concept had great appeal to the working

classes, as did Methodism’s stress on the importance of charitable works.

Wesley preached in the open air, in fields and public spaces where all could

hear his message.

Pietism Around the same time, another Christian religious movement,

also responding to the desire for a personal relationship with God, sprang

up in Germany and spread across Northern Europe. Pietism, which began
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among German Lutherans, emphasized mystical personal experience and the

primacy of the Bible. This emphasis on personal piety predated and paved
the way for the acceptance of Lutheranism in Northern Germany. However,

in keeping with the Enlightenment view of humansas creatures of reason,

Pietism also regarded individual moral behavior as the key to salvation and

considered all believers as lay priests of the church. Pietism was known for

its enthusiastic and emotionalreligious services that welcomed members of
every social class. The pietist movement promoted many educational reforms

in 18th-century German-speaking Europe. Its members were encouraged to

undertake evangelizing missions. John Wesley wasinfluenced bythe pietist

movement when he encountered it in the American colonies, where he spent

two years as a missionary.

 

 

nentsioftl  
  Faith M vement Main Proponents Beliefs

Methodism John Wesley (British - Consideredreligion a matterof individual

Anglicanpriest) conscience
» Focused on personal experience of God

and salvation
* Stressed charitable works

Pietism Began among * Sought personalrelationship to God
German Lutherans « Emphasized mystical personal

experience and primacy of the Bible

» Regarded individual moral behavior as

the key to salvation and considered all

believers as lay priests of the church

* Promoted educational reforms
* Encouraged members to undertake

evangelizing missions

 

      
A New Toleration

The Enlightenment influence could be seen in a new religious tolerance. The

influential John Locke (see Chapter 10) argued the concept of fundamental

natural rights, which were seen by manyto include freedom ofreligion. As

well, Locke’s advocacy of separation between church and state naturally
promotedtolerance,as the state was no longertetheredto a single religion. The

growing sentimentthat religion was a matter of individual private conscience

rather than public concern was only one of many factors that led to greater

religious tolerance in the Enlightenmentera.
Arelated Enlightenmentinfluence was the growth ofnationalism,the belief

that an individual’s primary loyalty should be to the nation. Nationalism thus

deemphasized religious differences, as devotion to the church declined and

devotionto the state increased. In addition, a general sense offatigue hadset in

after centuries of religious warfare. Lastly, a shift in the relationship between

state and churchauthority took place under both democratic governments and

enlightened despots.
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Many governments implementedpoliciesof religious toleration:

¢ England passed a Toleration Actin 1689. It included most Protestants
but excluded Roman Catholics and Unitarians.

France issued the Edict of Tolerance, signed by Louis XVI, in 1787.

It gave Protestants freedom ofworship and otherlegal protections.

During the French Revolution, the Declaration ofthe Rights ofMan

and Citizen (1789) proclaimed complete freedom ofreligion across
France. In 1791, the French National Assembly offered full civil

equality to Jews,setting a modelfor the rest of Europe.

° Prussia, during the reign of Frederick the Great of Prussia (1740-1786),

accepted exiled religious groups from elsewhere in Europe, including
French Huguenots and Polish Jews.

° Austria, under JosephII, enacted religious toleration for Christians of

any denomination. The following year, he issued an edict extending this
tolerance to Jews.

° Russia’s Tsar Catherine the Great recognized Jews as Russian subjects

and granted them manycivilliberties, but restricted them to living in

the Pale of Settlement, a region in the western part of the empire.

By 1815, most European nations had enacted legal protections for
religious toleration for Christian minorities, and some had included Jews as

well. Despite this, the progress toward full religious freedom andcivil equality
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for Jews was gradual and uneven. They werestill prohibited from entering

some occupations and living in some areas. It was not until the 20th century

that Jews were extended full citizenship everywhere in Europe.

The Private Life and the Public Good in Art

During the 17th and 18th centuries, a new artistic movement spread. In

painting, architecture, and music, the focus became grandeur, ostentation, and

unimaginable opulence.

The Baroque Movement

In the 17th and early-18th century, the Baroque movement which had been

inspired by the religous fervor of the Protestant Reformation dominated
European art. Royal courts andreligious leaders, hoping to awe viewers

and listeners with the powerof art, provided patronage to support painters,

architects, and musicians, Some states established official “academies” to

exhibit the worksofartists judged suitable.

Baroque Art and Architecture Baroque architects constructed royal

palaces, such as the Palace of Versailles in France, with its impressive

entrancehalls, magnificentstaircases, lavish reception rooms, and extravagant

decorative gilding. In painting, Baroque artists concentrated on religious
themes andportraits of royalty. King Philip IV appointed the great Spanish

artist Diego Velásquez (1599-1660) as the official painter of the Spanish

court. Velásquez's work includes numerous portraits of members of the royal

family, including his masterpiece, Las Meninas. Italian sculptor and architect

This sculpture by

Bernini of an angel
holding a cross is one
of a series of 10 he
planned for a bridge
in Rome.Like other
Baroquesculptors, he
tried to portray energy

and movementin his
works.
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Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680) was commissioned by the pope to

renovate Saint Peter’s Basilica and create several ornate chapels and piazzas

near the Vatican. His designs included monumental openspacesflanked by
sculptures in marble and bronze.

Baroque Music Baroque composers also depended on the patronage of

royalty andaristocrats, and they wrote many compositions to be performed
either as part of church servicesorat the royal court. Johann Sebastian Bach

(1685-1750) wrote numerous cantatas, vocal pieces featuring instrumental

accompaniment, for the Leipzig church that supported him. He received

a commission from a Brandenburg nobleman to compose his famous
Brandenburg Concertos.

Along with the cantata, the Baroque period saw the developmentof other

musical forms, particularly opera and oratorio, large-scale dramatic concert

pieces based on religious subject matter. The prolific composer George

Frideric Handel (1685-1759) wrote nearly 50 operas and 30 oratorios. He
composed Water Music at the behest ofKing GeorgeI ofEngland, who desired

a concert on the Thames River. Handel’s masterpiece, Messiah (1741), is

renownedforits dramatic and stirring “Hallelujah Chorus.”

The Evolution Away from BaroqueStyle

As the authority of the church and monarchy continued to wane in Europe,

by the 18th century art andliterature increasingly reflected the values ofthe

growing middle class. As it did, Baroque move in new directions.

Dutch “Golden Age” While appearing during the Baroqueperiod,the art

from the “Golden Age”ofDutch painting highlighted the increasing emphasis

on private life and the growing importanceof the middle class.

> Frans Hals (1582-1666) createdrealist paintings of a wide swath of

humanity. He portrayed wealthy andinfluential aristocrats, clerks and

membersof guilds, colorful entertainers, and typical working-class men
and women.

° Theprolific Dutch painter and printmaker Rembrandt van Rijn

(1606-1669) painted mainly portraits and biblical scenes, including

suchfigures as Jesus and David,early in his career, but manyofhis

most respected works focus on commonpeople in everyday domestic

settings or in nature. His paintings reveal a deep sense of humanity,
regardless of the subject’s station in life.

> Johannes Vermeer (1632-1675) painted mostly domestic interiors,
often, as in The Kitchen Maid, showing women engaged in simple

chores. Girl with the Pearl Earring is another of his famouspaintings.

Noneofthese artists received royal patronage, as perhaps is indicated by
their broad choice of subject matter. Regarded today as among the finest artists

in history, all three men had difficulty earning a living and died in poverty.
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Rococo By the mid-18th century, the Baroque style had begun to evolve,

and a looser, more graceful art form known as Late Baroqueor Rococo spread

across Europe. In contrast to Baroque glorification of churches andcastles,

Rococo art was secular, exuberant, and hedonistic. It reflected a general shift

in emphasis from the public to the private sphere. This made it well-suited to

the private interiors of upper-class homesand salons. It featured fluid lines;
light, airy colors with gilt touches; painted ceilings; decorative mirrors; small

sculptures; and a fascination with Chinesefigurines and screens. Representative

artists working in this style included the French artists Jean-Antoine Watteau

(1684-1721) and Jean-Honoré Fragonard (1732-1806).

Neoclassicism

The Rococo period was short-lived. Near the end of the 18th century, as

the Enlightenment focus on the individual continued to grow, the Rococo

movement gave way to Neoclassicism. In contrast to Baroqueglorification of
churchand court, Neoclassicists honored the secularvalues ofreason and order

and upheldthe classical ideals of simplicity and symmetry. Neoclassicism was

inspired by the cultural values of ancient Greece.

Neoclassicism in Art and Architecture Neoclassic artists and architects

avoided ornamentation, preferring simple harmonious forms that revealed

an underlying proportion and harmony. The French artist Jacques-Louis

David (1748-1825), whose worksinspired many during the French Revolution,

producedperhaps the quintessential expression of Neoclassical ideals in Oath
of the Horatii, painted in Rome and based on an ancient Roman legend. The

painting, which depicts three brothers saluting their father as he hands them

their swords before a deadly battle, forcefully evokes stoic self-sacrifice, calm

inner strength, and devotion to duty.
The Neoclassic influence in architecture can be seen in the Pantheon in

Paris, which is modeled on the ancient Pantheon in Rome.Originally intended as

a Jesuit church, it was given new secular purpose during the French Revolution
as a mausoleum forgreat Frenchcitizens, among them Voltaire and Rousseau.

Neoelassicism in Music In the 18th century, music also went through a

profoundstylistic transition. Composers such as Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791) reflected the ideas of the Enlightenment. His music often focused

on secular rather than religious themes, and it emphasized order and balance

rather than drama and emotion.

Neoclassieism in Literature England produced the most influential

writers of this period, also knownas the Augustan Agefor its imitation of the

classical Roman writers Horace and Virgil. It also saw the development of a
numberofliterary forms, includingpolitical satire, melodrama, and the modern

novel(including many new subgenres).
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| Author SelectedWorksand Style
 
  

 

Daniel Defoe » Written as a series of letters, the Story Robinson

(1660-1731) Crusoe describes adventures of a shipwrecked man

on a deserted island who learns to survive and finds

redemption—in nature, without guidance from the church
* The novel explores economic issues ofthat time
  

Alexander Pope » The Dunciad and The Rape of the Lock

(1688-1744) * “Mock-epic”narrative poemsin the style of antiquity but

promoting a modern sensibility

Samuel Richardson » Pamela and Clarissa feature women who defend their
(1689-1761) chastity

* Originated the epistolary novel, a fictional work written in
the form of letters

Henry Fielding * Novelist and dramatist famousfor humorous oil Tom
(1707-1754) Jones,in which the protagonist faces a colorful cross-

section of social classes

« Major themeis the struggle to maintain virtue confronted

_withrogues, hypocrites, and villains

 

Johann Wolfgang von ° Portrayed idyllic pastorallife and emphasized emotions
Goethe (1749-1832) over reason

* Faust, about a man whosells his soulto the devil for

knowledge and wealth, also treats man’s searchfor

  

_ meaning

Jane Austen * Novels included Sense and Sensibility, Pride En

(1775-1817) Prejudice, and Emma

* Focused on the morals and social behavior of the English

middle and upperclass atthe turn1of the 19th century     
The Revival of Public Emotion

Until the late 18th century, Enlightenment ideals of reason and science were

the central theme of European culture. But rationalism was falling out of
favor, as society experienced the seductive appeal ofpassion, danger,intensity,

drama,feeling, and the lure ofthe sublime. The Age ofReason wasgiving way
to Romanticism.

Historians debate the sources of this transformative shift. Some suggest
that the cataclysm of the French Revolution led to a loss of faith in man’s

ability to solve problems by reason alone. Others argue that industrialization

and agrarian reform had created a newsocial class untethered by convention

ortraditional historic roles, Some argue that Romanticism wasless a reaction

against the Enlightenment than a natural outgrowth of the Enlightenment’s
emphasis on the individual.

Rousseauand the Challenge to Reason

Like other Enlightenment philosophes, Jean-Jacques Rousseau (see Chapter
10) criticized the existing social order and argued vehemently for individual
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freedom. Unlike them, however, Rousseau did notput all his faith in reason.

Instead, he managedto alienate deists, atheists, skeptics, and Catholics leaders

alike by rejecting both naturalreligion’s concept ofan impassive “clockmaker”

Godand the church’s emphasis on dogma and obedience. Instead, Rousseau

envisioned God as a benevolent force that one could experience subjectively

through personal experience andinnerfeelings.
An eclectic figure, Rousseau wasinvolved with the Encyclopédie but also

composed music and wrote novels and poetry. His writings celebrate nature,

spontaneity, individualism, and passion. This, along with his emphasis on

the subjective, has led many historians to describe him as the “Father of the

Romantic movement.”

The Romantic Movement

The Romantic movementspannedroughly the last decade of the 18th century

through thefirst half of the 19th. Romantics departed in key ways from the

orderly, rational science-based thinking of the Enlightenment. They did not
entirely reject reason but considered it inadequate. Humans, they insisted,

not only thoughtrationally, but also felt with emotion. Thus, sentiment and

imagination werevital for a truer understandingofthe world.
This explains to some degree whythis period is famousfor an outpouring

of geniusin the fine arts. Beyond meresensual pleasure, fine arts represented
the expression of personal truth and spiritual experience. Artists and writers

were no longercontentto catalog the world, as in the Encyclopédie; their aim

was to mine the depths of imagination and personal experience to produce a
new vision. The Romantics were particularly preoccupied with the beauty of

nature and the sense of wonder and aweit produced. Their art favored wild

landscapes, exotic peoples, fantastic and spiritual experiences, and heart-

stirring deeds of heroism and romance,often set in the Middle Ages.

Romantic Literature The Scottish author Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832)

is known forcolorful folk poemsset in rural Scotland, and narrative poems,

including “The Lady of the Lake,” that describes deeds of chivalry and the
culture of the Highlands region. However, Scott is most famousfor his novel

Ivanhoe. Set in 12th-century Englandandbasedonthe legend ofRobin Hood,

Ivanhoe contains many of the themes that were hallmarks ofRomantic art:

° fascination with the medievalperiod, and chivalric values, such as

honorand valor

° free-spirited heroes

° religious feeling and imagery

* romantic love, passion, and emotion

* nationalism,a strong feeling ofpride in a culture

Ivanhoe wasvery popular and influential. One distinctive feature ofit for

its time was that Scott depicted Jewish characters as brave andintelligent. In

this, he reflected the growingreligious toleranceofthe era.
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The poet and artist William Blake (1757-1850) was notable because he
scorned organized religion as a perversion oftrue spirituality. Yet, he insisted

his art was divinely inspired. His poems and etchings were emotional, deeply

subjective, and rich in symbolism and prophetic visions. They were so unusual
that some people considered him mentallyill.

William Wordsworth (1770-1850) was a dominant figure in Romantic

literature. Wordsworth argued for “common speech” in poetry and decried
the old emphasis on epic poetry, preferring an emphasis on emotion and the

imagination. Published anonymously in 1789, Lyrical Ballads was a joint

collection of poetry that is recognized as Wordsworth’s masterpeice. Poet and

friend Samuel Coleridge contributed four poemsto Lyrical Ballads, including
his most famous work The Rimeofthe Ancient Mariner.

One writer recognizedbyWordsworth for her contributions to the Romantic
movement was Charlotte Smith (1749-1806). As a woman,shedefied social

expectations by becoming a poetand novelist. Smith responded to the French

Revolution by challenging social injustice and advocating for class equality.

Her worksrevived interest in a form of poety with 14 lines called an English
sonnet. For example, Smith composeda collection titled Elegiac Sonnets while

in prison with her husband andtwelve children forhis debts.

 

William Blake’s painting from 1800 showsa story from the Hebrewtradition in which
the ghost of a prophet named Samuelappearedto a king, Saul. Like other Romantic
artists, Blake often portrayed mystical scenes. Credit: The Ghost ofSamuelAppearing to

Saul, c. 1800 by William Blake, Rosenwald Collection, National Gallery ofArt
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Among the many writers influenced by Wordsworth and Coleridge was

a friend of Coleridge”s, Mary Robinson (1757-1800). She responded to

Lyrical Ballads bytitling one of her own works Lyrical Tales. In her writing,

Robinson often explored themesof people pushed to the marginsof society or

whosuffered abuse.

Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) wasa social reformer and pamphleteer

before turning more to poetry. His lyrical drama Prometheus Unbound and

the poems “Ode to the West Wind” and “To a Sky-Lark” expressed several

Romantic themes: the quest for love and beauty, social justice and political

rights, and hopearising from natural beauty. John Keats (1795-1821) often

expressed his emotional response to nature in his poems. However, his most

famous work, “Ode to a Grecian Urn,”reflected his interest in classical culture.

Also in the tradition of Romanticism were the German writers, brothers

Jacob (1785-1863) and Wilhelm Grimm (1786-1859). The Brothers Grimm

were folklorists and linguists who collected tales from various cultures,

particularly German, and brought them together in Grimm’ Fairy Tales

(1812-1822). Influenced by the social and political turmoil oftheir time, the

brothers looked to the past to understand contemporary social institutions—

yet without advocating a return to that past. Instead, they hoped to convey the

richness, imagination, and beauty of those traditional cultures.

Romantic Music Music, particularly emotional symphonic and piano

music, flourished during the Romantic era. German Ludwig van Beethoven

(1770-1827) is among the most influential of all composers. While his early

works sound like those of Mozart, his later works changed the direction of

European music. Beethoven wasprolific, writing nine symphonies, more than

30 sonatas (short compositions written for solo piano), numerous concertos,

masses, and an opera. His Sixth Symphony, known as the Pastoral, expressed

his love of nature. His Ninth Symphonyincorporates the words of the German _

Romantic poet Friedrich von Schiller’s “Ode to Joy.” Beethoven’s intense

personality, wild dark hair, and tragic hearing loss made him the symbolic

embodiment of Romanticism.

Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849) was a Polish composer and skilled

virtuoso on the piano. He wrote numerousconcertos, mazurkas (Polish folk

dances), ballades (piano compositions), and nocturnes(pieces that evoke the

spirit of the night), and three sonatas that are still among the most popular

classical works. Often turbulent and passionate, Chopin’s music stands out for

its intimacy and expressiveness.

Romantic Art Like poets and novelists, Romanticartists werealsostriving

to give form to an intense emotionalreaction to the beauty of the natural world.

The Germanartist Caspar David Friedrich (1774-1840) painted atmospheric

natural landscapes, sometimesfeaturing allegorical or symbolic elements, such

as ruins or leafless trees. Humanfigures do not face forward but ratherout into

the distance, inviting the viewerto join them in contemplating the scene. One
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John Constable’s painting of Salisbury Cathedral (1820) demonstrates the interest ofRomantic painters
in elements of nature, including trees, clouds, and shadows. Credit: “Salisbury Cathedral from Lower
MarshClose,” 1820 by John Constable, Andrew W. Mellon Collection, National Gallery ofArt

of his best paintings showsa solitary traveler standing on mountain summit,
staring into a vast mysterious landscape ofrugged mist-covered peaks.

John Constable (1776-1837) and J.M.W. Turner (1775-1851) were
important English landscape artists. Constable’s favorite subject was the
local countryside, with its ancient castles, working farms, waterways, and
agricultural laborers. He used a broadercolor palette than wastypicalat that
time, trying to represent the chiaroscuro—thecontrast between chiaro (bright)
and scuro (dark) that he saw asa principle feature in nature. Likewise, Turner
favored a radical color palette and innovative techniques, some of which laid
the groundwork for modern abstraction. Turner is known for his expressive
depictions ofturbulent, storm-swept seas and luminousskies.

A New Religious Revival

The Romantic era’s emphasis on feeling andintuition fed into a widespread
religious revival. The very magnificenceofthe natural world, many felt, was
proof enough of the existence of God. Generally, these revival movements
shared belief in the truth of personal spiritual experience, mysticism as a
gateway to ultimate truth, and an emotional yearning for connection with
God, At the sametime, the Enlightenmentideal ofreligious tolerance and the
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view that religion was a matterof private conscience had taken root and now

becamepart ofthe fabric of the new movements.

Evangelical Movements As the locus of faith moved from the state

churchto voluntary associationsofbelievers, evangelical movements began to

spring up across Europe,especially England, Germany, and France. Members

actively shared their religious message in an effort to persuade outsiders to

voluntarily and sincerely commit to Christianity. Methodism had become a

mass movement, sometimes drawing crowds of 25,000. Its fervent adherents

were sometimes regarded as extremists. However, they were also leading the

charge in many social causes, including the abolition of slavery, prison reform,
relief for the poor, improvements in education, and the creation of libraries.

Poverty and disease were widespread in England, and the charitable work of

the Methodists earned them respect.
A similar situation existed in Germany, where the rationalism of the

Enlightenment era was surpassed by a new personalreligiosity that emphasized

emotion,feeling, and the mysteriesofthe spirit. Pietist revivals competed with

a neo-Lutheran movement focused onliturgy (prescribed religious service)

and confession.

France In France,religious fervor was tempered bypolitical events. One

of the primary goals of the French Revolution was ending the corruption and

greed of the Catholic Church. As the Revolution progressed, policies were

put in place to achieve these goals, ranging from confiscation of Church

wealth to the nationalization of Church-ownedproperty to fully outlawing the

Church and deporting or murdering manyofits priests and clerics. However,

as a reaction to the anti-clericalism of the Enlightenment and the religious
persecution during the Revolution, France experienced a Catholic revival in

the early 19th century, as reflected in the writing of Frangois-Auguste-René,

vicomte de Chateaubriand.

Nationalism and Mass Uprisings

Modern nationalism emerged during the late 18th century, inspired by
Enlightenmentideals. It was ushered in by the ideals ofthe French Revolution:

° individualliberty rather than subordination to government

* equality amongall citizens rather than special privileges for aristocrats

¢ fraternity amongall peopleofa state ratherthan loyalty to a small

local region

As Napoleon’s army spread through Europeafter the French Revolution,
it undermined the old feudal structure. In some areas, Napoleon essentially

liberated people from the control of nobles. In others, particularly in German-

speaking areas where people were divided into hundreds of separate states,

people united arounda national identity to resist Napoleonic domination.
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Mass uprisings were another distinguishing feature of the late 18th

century. They were the driving force propelling the French Revolution
forward, beginning with the march on Versailles and on through the storming
of the Bastille, the peasantrevolts of the Great Fear of 1789, and the massive
national mobilization for the war effort. For the first time in history, a mass
movementofthe people had formedto overthrow an authoritarian regime and
replaceit with a representative government.

Both of these emerging forces were fueled by the emotions and sentiment
the Romantic movement held in high value. These forces would become
increasingly powerful in Europe in the decades to come.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHAT LED TO RELIGIOUS TOLERATION?

During the long warsoverreligion in Europe,to say someonetoleratedreligious

diversity was a criticism. It meant they tolerated untruthful and dangerous

ideas. The attitude toward tolerationbegan to change with Voltaire and other

Enlightenmentthinkers. In the 19th century, British historians beganto see the
rise of religious toleration throughout Europenotonly as positive but also as
inevitable. It was part of a general march toward human improvementthat had

reached its peak in the present. In other words, the historians were viewing
history throughthe lens oftheir own beliefs, not on its own terms.

Challenging the March of Progress Thatoptimistic view ofthe past in general

and toleration in particular changedin the 20th century. The horrific destruction

in World WarI caused manyintellectuals to rethink the belief that history was a
march of progress. In 1931, a young British historian at Cambridge University,
Herbert Butterfield, published The Whig Interpretation, a direct challenge to

the rosy view ofearlier historians, whom heidentified as Whigs. For example,
they had praised the developmentofreligious toleration that grew out of the
Reformation—because it was a value the historians held—and ignored the

painfulrealities ofthe post-Reformation world.

Onecost of this Whiggish view, according to Butterfield, was that historians

judged people by the valuesofthe historians’ timerather than ofthe historical

period. For example, historians condemned rulers such as the 16th-century

Queen Mary fortrying to uphold the long tradition ofreligious unity as a way

to keep the state together andat peace.

Political Necessity By 2000, Butterfield’s ideas were widely accepted. Historians

tried to understand thepaston its own terms, without makingit a story ofprogress
that led to the present. Cary J, Nederman,a professorofpolitical science at the
University ofArizona,pointed outthat the Protestant Reformationandtheresulting

fragmentation of Christian Europe did not provide a direct line toward greater

toleration. Luther and Calvin, the mostinfluential leaders ofthe Reformation, did

notadvocateforreligious toleration. For Nederman,early steps towardtoleration

such as the Peace ofAugsburg (1555) and Edict ofNantes (1598) werethe result

of political necessity. During the 17th century, writings by Thomas Hobbes and
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John Lockethat supportedreligious toleration were ratifying a beliefthat it was a

sensible policy. There was nothing inevitable aboutit.

Centralized Government Morerecently, economist Mark Koyama focused

on how political conditions after the Reformation led to religious toleration.

Once a monarch no longer needed the pope’s blessing, persecuting heretics

became politically irrelevant and economically unwise. They could allow

religion to become a private matter. They did not need to expend money

and lives trying to enforce religious unity. In addition, as the state became

centralized and standardized, rulers found it more efficient and economically

advantageousto treat everyone the same regardlessoftheirfaith. Centralization

and standardization drove equality andtoleration slowly butsteadily. Religious

toleration was not part of the story of a steady progress in humanhistory nor

part of an improvement in human morality. Rather, it was just a practical

response to changesinpolitical structures,
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the following passage.

“A miracle is a violation ofthe laws of nature; and as a firm and unalterable

experience hasestablished these laws, the proof against a miracle, from the

very nature of the fact, is as entire as any argument from experience can

possibly be imagined. Whyis it more than probable, that all men mustdie...

that fire consumes wood, and is extinguished by water; unless it be, that

these events are found agreeable to the laws of nature, and there is required

a violation of these laws, or in other words, a miracle to prevent them?

Nothing is esteemed a miracle, if it ever happens in the commoncourse of

nature. It is no miracle that a man, seemingly in good health, should die

on a sudden: because such a kind of death, though more unusual than any

other, has yet been frequently observed to happen. Butit is a miracle that a

dead man should cometo life; because that has never been observed in any

age or country. There must, therefore, be a uniform experience against every

miraculous event; otherwise the event would notmerit that appellation.”

David Hume, An Enquiry Concerning Human

Understanding, 1748

1. On what basis did David Humereject the existence of miracles?

a) Miracles are too unusualto betrue.

b) The permanent laws of nature contradict miracles.

ec) Miracles are a productof an attempt to deceive people.

d) Miracles are based onreligion, not science.

2. The philosophical theory that is the underlying basis of this passageis

known as

a) absolutism

b) mercantilism

©) skepticism

d) humanism

3. Which viewpoint about the role of Godandreligion developed as a

result of Enlightenmentrationalism?

a) Agnosticism

b) Romanticism

c) Deism

d) Skepticism
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Questions 4 and 5 refer to the painting below.

 

Credit: The Syndicsofthe Amsterdam Drapers’ Guild, by Rembrandt von Rijn,1662, Rijksmuseum,

Gallery of Honous

4. This painting represents a shift from paintings of earlier eras because

its subject matter

a) emphasized religious themes more

b) focused more on everyday life

c) reflected a more idealized view of the world

d) portrayed things and people morerealistically

5. Whatshift in society and economics enabledart such asthis to appear

at this time?

a) The patronage of commercialelites

b) The patronage of monarchs and nobles

c) The influx of gold and silver into Poland and Eastern Europe

d) Theability of the Catholic Church to withstand Protestant

encroachment
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Questions 6-8 refer to the passage below from “The Tables Turned,” by

William Wordsworth.It was first published in 1798.

“Up! up! my Friend, and quit your books;

Or surely you'll grow double:

Up! up! my Friend, and clear your looks;

Whyall this toil and trouble?

The sun, above the mountain’s head,

A freshening lustre mellow

Through all the long green fields has spread,

Hisfirst sweet evening yellow.

Books! ’tis a dull and endlessstrife:

Come,hearthe woodlandlinnet [a type ofbird],

How sweet his music! on mylife,

There’s more ofwisdom in it.

Andhark! howblithe the throstle [a type of bird] sings!

He,too, is no meanpreacher:

Comeforth intothe light of things,

Let Nature be your Teacher.”

6. The poem best exemplifies which intellectual trend of the 18th century?

a) The spread of deism and atheism amongelites

b) The belief in the outdoors as a source oftruth about the world

ce) The useofsatire to criticize political authorities

d) The emphasis on individual emotion as a challenge to rationality

7. The poem’s themesare a response to which development?

a) Peasant movements to revive communalagriculture

b) The growth of industrialization and urbanization

c) Demandsfor suffrage and Parliamentary reform

d) Rising literacy rates among the working class

8. The inspiration for this poem is most similarto the inspiration for some

of the music by which composer?

a) Bach

b) Mozart

c) Beethoven

d) Chopin
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

Baroque art (derived from the Portuguese word “Barrocca,” meaning

rough or imperfect pearl) originated in Italy and a few other countries as an

imperceptible passage from the late Renaissance, which ended about 1600.

It was occasionally seen as a variation and brutalization of the Renaissance

style and sometimes conversely as a higher form of its development, and

it remained dominant until approximately the middle of the 18th century.

Conventionally, Baroquestyle is not emphasized in the global history of art

because the time period whenit flourished—between 1550 and 1750—is

correctly viewed as an enclosedtime period in which various directions were

expressed.

Klaus Carl and Victoria Charles, Baroque Art, 2009

a) Explain how ONEpieceof evidence supports the argument by Carl

and Charles regarding the change in art in the Baroque period.

b) Explain how ONEpiece of evidence supports the argument by Carl

and Charles regarding the continuity in art in the Baroqueperiod.

©) Explain how Neoclassicism marked either a continuity OR a change

from Baroqueartistic style.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Explain ONE waythe Enlightenmentinfluenced the developmentof

religious tolerance.

b) Describe ONE waypolitical institutions expandedreligious tolerance

in Europein the 1700s.

c) Describe ONEwayreligious tolerance marked a change from

policies held by absolute monarchsof the 1600s.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the mostsignificant change in the interaction between religion

and science in Europein the three centuries following the Reformation.

2. Evaluate the most significant impact the Scientific Revolution had on

religious tolerance.
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REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain how the Scientific Revolution

encouragedreligious toleration and a new emphasis on sentiment.

WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: COMPARISON AND CONTRAST

The skill of comparison includes evaluating both similarities and differences

in events in the past. Suppose a prompt asks you to compare Baroque and

Neoclassical art. One way to organize such an essay wouldbe by broad topic:

» describe Baroqueart

» describe Neoclassical art

> identify the similarities and differences between the types

A second way to organize the essay would bebyrelationship:

¢ describe similarities

+ describe differences

A third way, the most commonlyused in essays on exams, would beby issue:

+ the time period in which each style was dominant

° the geographic regions where each style was popular

° the subject matter commonly portrayed ineachstyle

° the political significance of works created in each style

As in other essays, the thesis should present an argument. A statement such

as “Baroque and Neoclassical art are two very different styles that both

emerged during the Enlightenmentperiod” is a weakthesis. It simply restates

the prompt. Instead, try to find a deeper historical idea: “Until about 1750,

monarchs used Baroque art to promote religious sentiment and the power of

the state. That changed as Enlightenment philosophies gaverise to the more

linear and rational Neoclassical style that emphasized private life and the
public goodovertraditionalinstitutions.”

Organize informationas directedforthefollowing topics.

1. Contrast Baroque vs. Neoclassical art: Create two categories—one for

subject matter and onefor style characteristics.

2. Compare the impact of Enlightenment thinking onthelives of people

belonging to various religious groups: Create two categories—one for

religious reforms and oneforpolitical changes.
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